The safety of ECT in geriatric psychiatry.
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is often described as an effective and safe treatment of depression in the elderly. However, we have previously reported that there may be increased morbidity in this population, particularly in the very old. This paper extends this work to a second, larger sample of 136 subjects of whom 40 are over 60 years of age. We have again found that while ECT is efficacious, complications increase with age (r = .26; P less than or equal to .003), occurring in 35% of the elderly as opposed to 18% of the younger group. This increased rate of complications appears to be accounted for by problems in the very old; six of eight subjects over 75 years of age had some untoward event. Common complications in the elderly included severe confusion, falls, and cardiorespiratory problems. Complications in the whole sample were related to health status (r = .22; P less than or equal to .008) which in turn correlated with age (r = .50; P less than or equal to .0001). Those taking a greater total number of medications and a greater number of cardiovascular medications had significantly more complications during ECT. There was no relationship between either complications and outcome or complications and the number or laterality of treatments. These findings confirm the effectiveness of ECT in the elderly but suggest there may be unappreciated risks of ECT in this population. At particular risk are the very old, those in poor general health, and those taking multiple medications, particularly cardiovascular agents.